Abstract. This paper discloses the integrated device and control method of the hydraulic pump station and the endless rope continuous traction vehicle. The device is composed of PLC, touch screen, voice chip and input and output signal. The monitoring and control unit of the hydraulic pump station are unified, and the functions of PLC are fully played.
Introduction
Hydraulic pumping station operation process is as follows: first, the first start, after the self check, release the brake power, and then, the tight rope relay was electric, the tension cylinder began to fill the liquid, at this time the rope began to tighten, and other pressure relay high point, the accumulator can stop to add oil, and through the hydraulic control check valve.
At this time, the clutch, the winch began to run, the operation process, when the pressure relay low point, when the brake to maintain the state, the hydraulic station to the tension cylinder accumulator fill pressure, to reach the high point of automatic pressure.
When the winch stops running, press the stop button and confirm the hydraulic braking; braking, and then press the loose rope button, release energy storage device of oil, observe the pressure gauge pointer, wholly owned by the zero rear.
At present, the monitoring device for the control of the non pole line continuous traction vehicle, and the monitoring device for the development of the coal mine safety production, the monitoring device of the hydraulic pump station should be monitored with the control of the hydraulic pump station.
The Integrated Device of the Hydraulic Pumping Station and the Non Pole Rope Continuous Traction Vehicle
In order to meet the requirements of the latest coal mine safety production license issued by the state, the device will realize the monitoring of the hydraulic pump station and the monitoring of the non pole rope continuous tractor.
Main Functions
The main functions of the control system are:
Forward start: in the confirmation of the protection of the situation, press forward to start, the explosion-proof type hydraulic pump station and the non pole rope continuous traction vehicle set control integrated device will send out the equipment start, please pay attention to the safety of the running warning, after the 5S, the main motor is running, the main motor running 3S, the hydraulic pump station running normally, the main motor and winding with endless rope friction clutch, the winch will start to run forward. Hydraulic pumping station operation process is as follows: first, the first start, after the self check, brake brake relay to power, and then, tight rope relay, the tension cylinder began to fill the liquid, at The operation panel is provided with a liquid crystal display, LCD display and PLC through serial communication line connection. LCD screen as a man-machine interaction window, show that the hydraulic pump station and the non -pole rope continuous traction vehicle set control integrated device operation state, as well as by setting the button to switch between different pages.
In the voice chip pre recorded 8 kinds of sounds, they are hydraulic pump temperature alarm, running with a warning, head over volume alarm, tail volume alarm, overspeed alarm, low speed alarm, emergency stop alarm, leakage communication emergency stop alarm, different sound playback control is through the PLC control voice chip, voice control and the GND port switching on and off, the different sound playback.
The output volume of the voice chip can be adjusted, through the VOL port on the voice chip and the number of connected to the GND terminal, the loop set up four levels of different output volume. The sound output of the speaker with a voice chip is electrically connected to the two port, playing a sound directly. It is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Software part
The integrated control method of hydraulic pump station and the non pole rope continuous traction vehicle includes the operation control method, the control method of the hydraulic pump station, the secondary control method of the screen switching, the secondary control method, the secondary control method of parameter, the secondary control method and the HSC0 secondary control method. It is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Conclusions
The system will monitor and control the hydraulic pump station and the continuous traction vehicle. It will give full play to the role of PLC in the automatic control.
